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Project Summary
I visited Tokyo and Fukushima from January 27 until February 26, 2018 with the
support from Asia Centre Japan Foundation Fellowship Program. The main
purpose for the visit was to conduct interviews with writers/translators in Japan
and to observe literary events in Fukushima. I have been in contact with Mr.
Roland Kelts, editor of Japanese literary journal Monkey Business since 2015 and
invited him to participate at Makassar International Writers Festival in 2015 and
2016. Since then I have developed a special interest to examine the role of
literature as a cultural bridge between Asian countries. With assistances from
my host organisation, Matsui Glocal in Fukushima, I had opportunities to talk
with local people, attending a literary event organised by Fukushima Festival of
The Future and planning future collaborative projects.
Activities
In Tokyo and Fukushima I had explored following ideas:
1. How Japanese or Indonesian literary works were accessed by young
people in Tokyo?
I visited Indonesian School of Tokyo and had a conversation with Mrs.
Rina Pudjakusuma Ningsih, an Indonesian teacher how has taught
Indonesian language, culture and literature for Indonesian students and
Japanese who are interested in Indonesian language and culture. I had
asked her whether Indonesian literature has been taught in the classroom, and according to her, because she loves Indonesian poetry,
especially poetry written by Sapardi Djoko Damono, she has encouraged
her students to read Indonesian poetry and performed “musicalized
poetry”.
2. I had a chance to interview Mr. Roland Kelts the editor of Monkey
Business and exchanged ideas about translations and promotions of
World literature written in non-English language. Mr. Kelts shared his
experiences with Monkey Business. Monkey Business is the in-translation
offspring of the Tokyo-based magazine MONKEY, founded by Motoyuki
Shibata, one of Japan’s most highly regarded men of letters and acclaimed
translator of American fiction. Selections for each issue are made by
Shibata and Ted Goossen, one of the leading translators of Japanese
fiction working today. In 2015 and 2016, the Makassar International
Writers Festival invited Mr. Kelts with two Japanese writers (Satoshi
Kitamura and Aoko Matsuda) to talk about Japanese new writings. In two
festivals we explored ideas, themes and genre of new writings from Japan
and the receptions of international readers.

Monkey Business International is an excellent example on how new
writings from Japan have reached international readers with a wellplanned strategy: translation, publication and promotion to foreign
countries. According to Roland Kelts, after seven years, more readers in
the US, Canada, Indonesia, Philippines and Singapore have had access to
new writings from Japan after the publication and the literary tour of
Monkey Business. The editors, translators and publication team had
worked very hard to organise the publication and the tours with
tremendous support from a Japanese foundation. In Makassar and
Jakarta, Japanese new writings were introduced by Roland Kelts, Aoko
Matsuda and Satoshi Kitamura by collaborating with Japan Foundation
Jakarta Office, Hasanuddin University Makassar and Makassar Islamic
University.
In our conversation, Mr. Kelts revealed that Motoyuki Shibata’s initiative
to promote Japanese literature worldwide have received positive
feedback from Monkey Business’ partners in foreign countries. “People
want to learn more about Japanese society after reading Manga, watching
Japanese drama, listening to Japanese song or visiting places in Japan. As I
always said, literature will serve as a map to understand Japanese life, the
soul of everyday life in Japan.” There was also a momentum following the
world wide popularity of Haruki Murakami, Mr. Kelts continued,
“Literary lovers around the world want to read more Japanese
contemporary literature. After reading Murakami or Banana Yoshimoto,
we offer them collections of new writings from Japan which are published
in Monkey Business International Journal. Beyond the publication itself,
there have been promotional strategies in partnership with several
institutions in the US, Canada, Singapore, the Philippines and Indonesia
(with Makassar International Writers Festival)
3. Solidarity After The Disaster
The Festival of The Future Fukushima
Why Fukushima?
Both of my Indonesian and Japanese friends and colleagues have asked
me about my decision to explore literary activities in post-disaster period
in Fukushima, Japan. Internationally, Fukushima has attracted attention
due to the nuclear radiation incident following the 2011 Tohoku
earthquake and tsunami.
I have learned that a teacher cum poet in Fukushima, Mr. Ryoichi Wago
took Twitter to express his sadness and grief in response to the horrific
incidents as the locals were evacuated and the impacts of the nuclear
radiation hit all aspects of people’s life: health, economics, social and
mental issues. In my interview with Mrs. Yeti Takahashi, an Indonesian
who married a Japanese man and have been living in Fukushima for more
than 35 years, she describes her feeling: “The incidents took place in
2011, but I can still feel the trauma until today. For many years I was

afraid to consume local vegetables as so many rumours about nuclear
radiation. I started to buy local fruits and vegetables in the last two years.
This decision came after I joined a course run by the local government,
where people received comprehensive information about food handling,
health and other related issues.”
Stories of ordinary people in Fukushima like the one shared by Yeti
Takahashi were shown during an event called “Mirai no Matsuri
Fukukushima Café” – a pre-event of the main festival held in summer. I
attended the first pre-event on 17 March 2018 held in Forum Fukushima,
a theatre with around 200 seats. The event was initiated by Fukushimabased poet Ryoichi Wago and his friends from Fukushima Project, a
community-run project to support the locals through arts after the
tsunami and nuclear radiation incidents. Every summer since 2011, Mr.
Wago and his team create dance to be performed at Mirai no Matsuri and
through the year they run Mirai no Matsuri Café Events.
The fourth edition of Mirai no Matsuri Café Events was special because
the organiser invited a community organisation from Kumamoto, to share
stories and experiences after the region hit by powerful earthquakes in
April 2016 with 50 people died and more than 3,000 people were injured
with around 44,000 were evacuated from their homes. The program was
opened with the screening of three short films Tonari no Kami-sama
directed by Koki Tange, Aso no Hikari directed by Naomi Kawase, and
Zero no Aso directed by Ryoichi Nagano). Following the film screening,
there was a panel discussion with Mr. Kotoharo Nishimura (Fukuoka) and
his team. The discussion revealed community initiatives to help local
businesses after the disasters. Accompanied Mr. Nishimura, there was a
group of hotel-hot spring operators whose businesses were still closed
due to severe damaged.
Mr. Ryoichi Wago came to stage to perform his poetry and in his speech
asking the audience to get together, to reflect the situation to unite as a
nation and to shoe solidarity between Kumamoto and Fukushima. “We
are here together, bound by disasters, but we won’t give up, we have to
fight! We have to show our solidarity and we have to work together to
rebuild our home.”
Two folk singers, Hitoshi Komuro and Yui Komuro performed three
songs and in one song they cried as they were touched by the stories of
people in Kumamoto and Fukushima. One of the songs was composed
from Mr. Ryoichi Wago’s poet.
“You are in our heart, Fukushima
You are in our heart, Kumamoto”
After the event, I have asked the audience about their feelings, and all of
them agree that a literary event/music/arts like Mirai no Matsuri is an

effective platform to build solidarity for the locals. We have to get
together, we have to work together.
Apart from attending the event in Fukushima, my local host, Matsui Glocal
arranged trips to meet and interviews local people in Fukushima
Prefecture to get some ideas about ordinary lives after the nuclear
disaster. We visited coffee shops, a book café, onsen or local hot-spring
and talked to the locals to get insights about the ordinary live in
Fukushima, 7 years after the horrible incident.
Future plans or prospects for the project
1. To continue the collaboration between Fukushima and Makassar
International Writers Festival. After Mr. Matsui introduced the initiative
of the Festival of the Future in Fukushima in front of the audience in
Makassar International Writers Festival 2016, in 2017, both Mr. Matsui
and Mr. Wago participated at Makassar International Writers Festival in
May 2017 and a delegation from MIWF will visit Fukushima in August to
participate in an Introducing to Indonesian Poetry: A Story from
Makassar.
2. Mr Matsui and I are planning to translate and publish Mr. Wago’s poetry
collection in Indonesia next year and I will write an academic paper from
my fellowship and to be presented at Asia Pacific Writers and Translators
Conference in Gold Coast, Australia in December 2018.
3. Publication of Mr. Wago’s poetry collection in Indonesian Language will
be scheduled in 2019.

Mr. Ryoichi Wago after speaking at a discussion panel: Understanding Japanese
Society at Makassar International Writers Festival 4 May 2018. He presented a
collection of his works for Japan Corner Hasanuddin University.

Lily Yulianti Farid presented her experience in front of students from Japanese
studies at Hasanuddin University in May 2018 and talked about her activities
during the fellowship.

Lily Yulianti Farid and Mr. Matsui met with two Indonesians live in Fukushima
(Feb, 2018)

Lily Yulianti Farid with Mr. Matsui and Mr. Wago and team after the talk about
Fukushima at Forum Fukushima, February 2018.

An initial meeting between Lily Yulianti Farid and Mr. Wago to build a cultural
bridge between Makassar and Fukushima through literature in Fukushima.

